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Iliyana Nedkova: Here we are, Mare, almost twenty 
years after our first encounter in my humble curatorial 
office at the Foundation for Art and Creative Technology, 
Liverpool in 1997, chatting away on a sunny Monday 
morning in your London studio. What was beginning 
to define your artistic practice back then seems to have 
persevered and flourished over the years. If I was to tag any 
of your works for a search engine to discover, I would expect 
them to be: Mare Tralla, Resilience, Identity, Politics, Body, 
Anecdote, Humour, Self-Irony, Parody, Paradox and the 
Absurd. Is there a particular peculiar incident that you may 
remember from those days that you haven’t as yet moulded 
into an artwork? To my mind most of your works are born 
laughing – poking fun often at ourselves and our foibles but 
also at perceptions, histories and institutions. 

Mare Tralla: There are probably many funny and 
rather absurd stories dating back to my Soviet youth in 
Estonia, which haven’t yet made their way into artworks. 
I like the ones, which deal with misunderstandings, the 
absurdity between ideal and real. During my first year 

at school, for example, the nurse talked to us about 
personal hygiene and how important it is that after PE 
class we wash ourselves and change our clothes. We had 
no showers or changing rooms. I followed her advice and 
after the next physical education lesson I got undressed 
in the classroom and then ran naked past a long corridor 
to the girls toilets to wash myself. The school nurse failed 
to tell us that this is the “ideal case” scenario and advice 
only to be followed, if there were facilities provided. My 
misunderstanding generated a vivid memory for many of 
my schoolmates and may have marked the beginning of 
my performative art practice. 

Iliyana Nedkova: The enduring sense of humour 
and ease with which your works and performances are 
imbued seems to come from within. Your inner resilience 
is quite capable of springing back into shape despite the 
adversities of life. This elasticity is encapsulated in the 
shortest work of yours Fat Kid, Pretty Kid If It Is Not 
a Girl (2009). In a mere seventeen seconds, we get to 
stretch and jump along with your young persona on her 
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skipping rope chanting the offensive stereotype passed 
on from your grandmother that a plump little girl won’t 
change like an “ugly duckling” into a pretty woman. 
You even revisited this work in a live performance at 
the opening of re.act feminism #2 at Tallinn Art Hall, 
27 August 2012. Would you agree, Mare, that this 
performative work purges painful childhood memories 
in front of both the camera and live audiences with the 
self-irony of a resilient grown-up? 

Mare Tralla: I agree, many of my works are inspired 
by my life and the environment I have lived in. Some of 
these experiences have been more or less painful, like 
my Gran’s spiteful saying. She extended the original, 
age-old, gender-neutral compliment ‘Fat Kid, Pretty Kid’ 
to a gender specific joke. Her “joke” is just one small 
fragment, which shows how girls are expected to be 
different from boys. In contemporary (Estonian) society 
and media women’s body size and looks are topics 
obsessively discussed and young women find themselves 
under pressure to fit into a certain ideal of “beauty”. 
My grandmother’s old saying became a signifier to use 
against that pressure. I started resorting to self-irony and 
parody quite early in my art practice. At first these tools 
of laughter were a rebellion against the dominant male 
art paradigm in Estonia. I think self-irony, satire and 
parody are good strategies to provide a filter or interface 
between artist, her (or his) experience and the audience. 

Iliyana Nedkova: In your photographic tableaux 
vivant The Department of Human Services (2003)1 you 
re-enact Vera Mukhina’s monumental sculpture Worker 
and Kolkhoz Woman (1937)2 by stepping into the 
role of her Kolkhoz lady and worker reinventing her 
icon into a post-Soviet smart young secretary holding 
a banana while the worker becomes a businessman 
holding a mobile phone. This parodic re-enactment 
provided a blockbuster of an opening to your humble 
video The Heroines of Post-Socialist Labour (2004) and 
was a sardonic comment on the wild entrepreneurial 
culture of the 1990s and 2000s in post-Soviet Europe. 
The self-probing irony with which you trace the 
lineage of the new heroines to the pioneering women 
of socialist labour couldn’t be more heart-rending. 
The work bears the mark of the two epochs in the way 
the imagery from the two sources are overlaid: the 
carefully edited archival black and white footage of 
hard-at-work Soviet women with the saturated colour 
palette of the post-Socialist heroine applying tons of 
make-up. The viewers’ attention is further divided by 
the sign-language-style screen insert where the post-
Socialist woman pursues moulding herself by exercise 
into a Jane Fonda inspired ideal body. Dwelling a bit 
longer on The Heroines… and Fat Kid, Pretty Kid… 
I am tempted to test the method of interpreting art 
proposed by Alain de Botton and John Armstrong 
in their book Art as Therapy (Phaidon Press, 2013). 

Left: Mare Tralla The Department of Human Services (2003) photo 
127 x 127 cm. Courtesy of Tartu Art Museum.  
Above: Mare Tralla The Heroines of Post-Socialist Labour (2004) 
video still. video, 4’20”.  All images, courtesy of Artist.
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The authors argue that ‘the squeamish belief that art 
should be “for art’s sake” has unnecessarily held back 
art from revealing its latent therapeutic potential’. Could 
we approach your work as a therapeutic tool with the 
potential to offer powerful solutions to our shared 
social problems? 

Mare Tralla: I would be cautious about looking at 
my work as providing solutions to our problems or any 
artwork as such. I think the way we, artists, can help is to 
provide different angles from which to look at problems. 
Approaching our dilemmas with self-irony and parody 
adds a liberating layer. At the same time the process of 
making art has definitely helped me over some tough 
times, but only after I have learned to laugh at myself. 
It is important to not take oneself always so seriously. 
All artworks tell stories, the question to an artist really 
is how we want the audience to relate and engage with 
these stories.

Iliyana Nedkova: Your artistic practice often 
straddles the ancient genres of tragedy and comedy 
and could perhaps help us with our most intimate 
and ordinary dilemmas, for example, what happens 
to us when we leave our countries of origin and settle 
elsewhere? Do we choose our sexuality or rather does 
it choose us? What can we do about the difficulties in 
our relationships? How do we reinvent ourselves in 
later life? Why is the politics of difference failing us? 
If so, in order for this potential to be released, do you 
feel that the audience’s attention has to be directed 
towards your works in a new way, rather than 
towards the more normative art historical or stylistic 
concerns with which art books and museum captions 
are traditionally associated?

Mare Tralla: I have never been interested in the 
canons of normative art history or how it could be applied 
to my work. I am very emotional person and I feel 
strongly that art needs to utilise and provoke emotions, 
be it laughter or anger, sadness or happiness – tragedy 
or comedy. People in the western world have tamed their 
emotions, they bury them in order to fit into society. Thus 
one could claim, that any art, which releases emotions is 
a kind of therapy. 

Iliyana Nedkova: To help us with our shared 
dilemma since both of us have relocated to Britain 
from the former East, what happens when we leave 
our countries of origin and settle elsewhere? I would 
like us to revisit your interactive work Sing With Me 
(2000). When we leave our countries behind, be it 
in war or in peace, the only thing that we can take 
away with us, which won’t weigh us down, is a song. 
The resilience seems to be related to our ability to 
sing and remember as masterfully portrayed in 
the character of the Visitor in Jenny Erpenbeck’s 
experimental novella Visitation (Portobello, 2010). In 
your imperative ‘Come and Sing With Me!’ however, 
we see another “tactic” for crossing borders – in which 
self-irony and mockery is your preferred coping 
mechanism of transition. 

Mare Tralla: When I “targeted” the Estonian Song 
Festival, arguably the most important event of Estonian 
national culture, from the comfortable distance of my 
London studio I inadvertently scored the first political 
satire of this powerful national icon. The source of my 
parody is the song ‘Kungla Rahvas (Kungla People)’. 
While I address the nationalist front of the Song Festival 
in this work, ‘Kungla Rahvas’ could rather be described 
as a poem of peoples’ awakening and unification through 
music. The first public airing of Sing With Me in Estonia 
provoked anger about the daring irony and annihilation 
within this work because I was dealing with the issues of 
nationalism that permeate any small country. What was 
intended as a playful, visual grotesque didn’t appear to 
have survived the first border check as the pain-stricken 
national pride was crumbling because of the criticism 
encoded in my singing. 

Iliyana Nedkova: The troubled birth of Sing With 
Me is perhaps evident in the ‘aftermath’of your earlier 
work her.space (1997). At the core of this multi-faceted, 
multi-channel work of yours seems to be the enduring 
tradition of singing, which has kept Estonian culture 
alive on the fringes of the cross-cultural phenomenon 
also known as Soviet Union. 

Mare Tralla:  Choral singing in Estonia is a massive 
community movement, which has survived from 1860s 
until the present day. Tens of thousands of people dressed 
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in national costumes and singing in unison every five 
years is a very powerful experience. During the Soviet 
times the Song Festival had to include a repertoire 
of communist political propaganda, yet they were 
demonstrations of national unity and also anti-Soviet 
protest reflected in the lyrics of other songs such as ‘Mu 
Isamaa (My Fatherland)’.

Iliyana Nedkova: Your own singing voice hovers 
not only over Sing With Me and her.space but seems to be 
the main “character” in a number of your works such 
as Unforgettable Hits (2006), A Toy (1995), Second-Hand 
Lovestories (1996), DIY Tallinn Fashion house (1999),  
Feltboots (2000), Friendship of All Nations (2005). Although 
you don’t have formal music training, the general music 
education in Estonian schools was of high standards 
providing a solid foundation for many of its citizens’ vocal 
development. Your artistic practice could have taken the 
turn of the art school bands phenomenon as we have become 
to expect from the success stories of Franz Ferdinand and 
Glasgow School of Arts, if it wasn’t for your “pact” with the 
worlds of contemporary art and satire. 

Mare Tralla:  I was singing in choirs since my first 
days at school, from children’s choirs to a touring concert 
choir. I was also a singer in several girls-only groups, 
including a folk duo. It all stopped abruptly after a concert 
trip to Finland in 1991, when I damaged my vocal cords.  

Iliyana Nedkova: Invariably, the sound strategies 
that you have employed throughout your artworks 
seem to be full of self-irony as a nod to your unrealised 

singing diva project. You often use your own voice or 
recycle other free-floating sound bites, say extracted from 
children’s toys or archive film footage. Underneath there 
is a lively, often hilarious compilation of sounds worthy of 
any contemporary sound artist or composer. Would you like 
to comment on the very opening of her.space which sounds 
like the key to your choice of the singing voice as a signifier 
of humour and agency?

Mare Tralla: In the opening soundtrack of her.
space I sampled well-known but now forgotten vocalist 
Militza Korjus3 who had an extremely high-pitched 
soprano voice, which suited my vision of creating an 
annoying soundscape composed of tiny looped bites as if 
to counterpoint the rosy, fluffy, comfortable world which 
opens up at first…

Iliyana Nedkova:… achieving the effect of a 
peppy political satire. I find that you are always 
trying to approach the daily events through the 
‘politics of parody’4, arriving at a poignant or 
entertaining edge. I believe that through this 
parodic repetition you are acquiring a politically 
empowering feminist position. I sense that a lot 
of your works tackle the enforced and shared 
Soviet ideology while providing critique of social 
practices of signification, especially those related to 
the issues of gender. You once said that you would 
have never produced most of your works if you 
had been working in Estonia. How does this gap 
between where we now live and where we are from 
shape our artistic practice? Do the tools of mockery 

Mare Tralla Sing with Me (2000) Courtesy of KUMU , Tallinn and Unforgettable Hits (2006) stills from interactive installations
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only get unlocked if we maintain our distance 
from our country of origin? Do the works appear 
more playful when we don’t physically face this 
habitat, or in different places where it is exhibited? 

Mare Tralla: I would not attempt to answer all of 
these crucial questions but I can reminisce that the 
hardest work for me to produce was Whirligig (2002) – a 
site specific, interactive installation for the MacRoberts 
Centre, Stirling. Why? It was devoid of social criticism and 
humour. I struggled to conceptualise the work as I didn’t 
have my trusted satirical outlet. It felt too technology-
driven. For me, technology is there to be subverted by 
the artist, not to be obeyed. With her.space, my first 
ever technology-rich artwork, I was eager to avoid the 
trappings of commercially-led creativity and searched 
for a consistent visual voice and interface. I wanted to 
introduce a handmade craft feeling on the screen. This 
was also essential for my practice as a woman digital 
artist. I wanted to establish and prioritise this personal 
approach. Most of the stories in my works that look back 
to the Soviet times are just personal fictions, which dip 
into stereotypes. ‘Friendship of All Nations’ was one 
of the grand-narratives of Soviet propaganda, everyone 
would remember the posters symbolising this unity and 
togetherness in the form of a white, black, yellow and red 
smiley faces. At the same time, as private individuals, 
we weren’t allowed to make friends with anyone outside 
the Soviet world. In contrast, in 2005, when I made 
Friendship of All Nations, thanks to the collapse of USSR 
and the advent of the Internet I had real friends in all 
corners of the globe. I revisited the concept of this grand 
narrative and asked my friends to contribute a piece of 
their culture – a song and a story to this work. The irony 
in this work was in my re-performing of these songs in 
their original language. 

Iliyana Nedkova: I have recently revisited your 
least exhibited and talked about video work: Plovdiv 
(2001) (4’) With just the minimal of props – a scarf 
and two flaming red bunches with fluttering butterfly 
hairpins on the side – you have created a “Dancing 
Queen” self-portrait which leaves the viewers with a 
wide, wry grin on their faces. With the camera stuck 
between your knees, which fourteen years later might 
have been made with a selfie-enabled smart phone, 

you appear to be dancing to the beats of the electronic 
club music streaming loud from the car stereo. We 
infer that this film was made possibly on a long journey 
from Sofia to Plovdiv as the radio station presenter 
interrupts the monotonous flow just once to wish 
their listeners a happy day. Your head and shoulders 
dancing routine fluctuates between timid and raving 
motions and even involves making unflattering, if 
happy, faces to the camera. If Plovdiv were projected 
on a large scale, this would only intensify the implicit 
hyperbolic comedy act of the work. 

Mare Tralla:  I have used enlargement as a strategy 
which underlines each grotesque travesty or hyperbole in 
another work of mine: Crazy Love (2011). 

Iliyana Nedkova: Indeed but, unlike Plovdiv, you 
turn your back to us, facing away from the viewers in 
your self-portrait Crazy Love. The art historical trope 
of the reclining nude here is replaced by a seated naked 
lady with her back pressing hard against a wooden 
child’s chair. Her body is animated frame by frame 
as to appear stranger than reality in the company 
of glamorous silver screen female movie icons. The 
soundtrack revolves around three love songs about 
longing. The camera is positioned deliberately close 
rather than at a respectful distance. The close up shot 
makes the lady’s back look even bigger as a squash and 
a squeeze in the small chair. Although not roaring with 
laughter, this quiet, melancholy piece delivers a painful 
parody of sexuality and, indirectly, of the constraints of 
motherhood.

Mare Tralla: Everything in Crazy Love is about 
proportions, it is intended to be shown only as a projected 
video on a large scale to emphasise the vulnerability of 
the naked woman and her quiet, yet to be shouted out, 
desire for another woman.   

Iliyana Nedkova: Vulnerability and womanhood 
loom large and ridiculous not only in works such 
as Plovdiv and Crazy Love but also in your street 
performance-based painting project Protected (2007-
9). Through a series of street actions you seem to have 
rendered absurd the notion of fear within the nation 
state and our 24 hour surveillance society. Mocking 
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the sombre genre of painting you have taken the 
not so portable easel as well as canvases and tubes 
of acrylic paint across the cities of Europe mapping 
out the surveillance spots and the disguised security 
cameras in the public domain. 

Mare Tralla:  Protected was a reaction to the ban 
on taking photos of CCTV cameras in public spaces. 
Taking a photo is almost an instant action, but painting 
CCTV cameras, which was not banned, takes a much 
longer time and gives the opportunity to communicate 
with nosy passers-by, to discuss and hear their opinions 
about surveillance. At Edinburgh Waverley Train Station 
the guards weren’t quite sure what to do with me but 
found a clause in the “health-and-safety manual” by 
which I was not allowed to erect an easel, but could have 
continued painting sitting down. 

Iliyana Nedkova: Another work of yours Own 
Spuds (2013) employs the street performance but on 
camera delivering a punch on guerrilla gardening, 
urban foraging and self-sufficient city-based 
allotments. Although seamlessly edited to appear as 
a single continuous shot, this work pays tribute to the 
tradition of durational performance and spans over 
an entire potato cycle season resulting in the longest 
video piece of yours. This is another subtle artwork 
where the humour springs from the absurdity of 
locations for growing potatoes in public including 
parks, pavement containers and road edges. In times 
of economic austerity and “food insecurity”5 your 
work reminds us with bitter irony of a lost connection 
with the soil and our farmlands, of the knowledge that 
a single potato could yield a 500g crop. It also plays 
with the recurrent metaphor of being transplanted 
into another soil and culture. 

Mare Tralla: The intention of my staged documentary 
street walk from my Estonian childhood town to London 
was to grow potatoes from my own family stock rather 
than from commercial nurseries. Similar to most of 
my works, Own Spuds grows out of a small memory 
fragment. I never bought potatoes from a shop until I 
moved to London as I was always given them by my 
Mum and they were grown at allotments of family and 
friends. We had this belief, that to survive you need 

to always have at least your own potatoes. In London 
the potatoes did not taste anything like the potatoes at 
home and I could not cook them the way I used to at 
home. Inevitably, potatoes became a symbol of cultural 
difference for me. 

Iliyana Nedkova: Indeed, the opening frame of 
your film focuses on the proverbial bag of potatoes. 
We see your Mum passing you the bag with motherly 
hugs. In the next frame the daughter appears to 
have smuggled the bag of potatoes to her allotment 
in London. The planting across public urban spaces 
begins in earnest with the bag on your shoulder and 
always centre stage. Your “mockumentary” succeeds 
as a sociological experiment: people on the street do 
not question your planting activities. The finale is 
shot in a public park all dressed up for the fairground 
with crowds of people and miles of bunting as if to 
celebrate the last Estonian potato triumphantly being 
sown in the UK.  

Mare Tralla: My allotment also provided a setting 
for an earlier performative work of mine When an 
Estonian Peasant Meets a Russian Miner or … 
(2008) in collaboration with Estonian Russian artist 
Olga Jürgenson. This is a highly political work about 
the tensions between ethnic Estonians and Russians in 
Estonia. We borrowed the style of the comedy chase from 
Benny Hill because these comedies were loved by both 
ethnic groups and transmitted to us by Finnish TV. We 
used this politically in-correct and sexist series to re-
imagine British culture from the other side of the Iron 
Curtain.  In our work we play the roles of each other’s 
stereotypes: I am the Estonian peasant in a national dress 
holding a sickle while Olga is a Russian miner holding a 
hammer. We chase each other until the chaser becomes 
chased and all over again as if to embody the overwrought 
relationships between Estonians and Russians in Estonia.

Iliyana Nedkova: I often think of your work in 
parallel to that of Shirin Neshat’s about her native 
Iran and you about Estonia as you both examine the 
nuances of politics, power and gender in the world 
around us — while you both live and work away from 
your countries of origin. I can envisage how a survey 
solo exhibition of your work in London would benefit 
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from the context of a history of Estonia but also from 
your merciless sense of humour. 

Mare Tralla: Ironically, the only place I seem to 
not show my works is London, where I live. Except Art 
Gender (2014), which was born and bred here for Girls’ 
Own Fiction exhibition at Flutter. And this work poses 
another question: How much art depends on the artist’s 
gender? 

Iliyana Nedkova: This is hardly a rhetorical 
question but the issue raised most in your presentations 
and performances. Rather than reflecting on it with 
the stoicism of an aggrieved artist you reach out for 
your well-trusted “palette” to arrive at a hilarious 
brush-off for an answer: ‘Not at all’. You are holding a 
dildo, a spanner and a piece of paper you have re-used 
from an old discarded footage from a TV interview. 
Reviving the backstage photoshoot, you appear as if on 
a pedestal pondering the significance of this redundant 
question while the co-producer fusses around you and 
strengthens your dress. Short, sharp and poignant as 
it is Art Gender seems to usher in a new body of work, 
which focuses on identity politics and gender issues but 
increasingly through the prism of the written word. 
Similar to the singing voice, the written word carries 
the potential to explode with laughter and undermine 
perceptions with paradoxical U-turns. The unleashed 
written word in WeeViews (2008) has even earned you 
the title of ‘the uninhibited journal author’.6

Mare Tralla: WeeViews  is a visual diary of private 
public space as close ups of toilet cubicle doors. The work 
is based on yet another anecdote from the mid-1990s, 
when the Estonian Art Museum was told that its toilets 

were not up to European standards and that it needed to 
upgrade them if they wanted to welcome tourists. The 
museum complied. However, in 1997 in Liverpool, at 
the event you curated, I came across some toilet facilities 
at a public art venue that were also not up to European 
standards either. Before leaving that toilet I shot a picture 
of it, wondering whether a Western art space would be 
told off about its facilities the same way that an art space 
in Eastern Europe would be. That first picture and that 
not-quite-first inkling that art spaces are rated according 
to pervasive cultural stereotypes was the birth moment 
of WeeViews.

Iliyana Nedkova: ‘Following the first identification 
of cultural discrimination inscribed in a toilet door’7 you 
developed the habit of photographing toilet doors 
in art museums, galleries, biennials and other, more 
improbable art sites – first with an analogue camera 
and later on with a mobile phone camera. These are 
the images that provide the visual aspect of WeeViews 
which accompanies the statements under each image. 
You continue this juxtaposition of a diary text and 
image in A Diary (2009-2011), where I would say that 
the text has primacy over the image.

Mare Tralla: A Diary was produced for Untold 
Stories, the first major exhibition dedicated to queer 
issues in Estonia at Tallinn Art Hall in 2011. The texts 
in this work are actual excerpts from my diary, written 
during the two years of coming into terms with my 
sexuality at the age of 40+, which consequently changed 
my life. It is the most honest and autobiographical of all 
my works. I still attempted to keep in a dose of self-irony 
and chose the texts accordingly. The images, which were 
taken at the same time are more playful exploring the 

Mare Tralla A Diary 
(2011) details of 
installation and 
photographs. Courtesy 
of Tartu Art Museum.

Right: Mare Tralla 
Written into Space  
(2010-2011) one 
photograph from series 
of 14, each 70 x 52 cm.
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new me in the shell of the old one. It amazed me, in both 
the Tallinn and London (at Flutter in 2014) showing of 
the work, how engaged the audience was with reading 
the text, disregarding the average 17 seconds spent with 
an artwork in a museum context.8 I am afraid I made 
more people cry then laugh with this work. Alongside A 
Diary I exhibited another perhaps more self-ironic work, 
Written Into Space (2010-11). 

Iliyana Nedkova: I am intrigued by the misleading 
title Written Into Space which implies the presence 
of the text but confronts us with the serenity of its 
absence in a suite of photographs. A slight of hand 
play on words and images, perhaps? The irony here 
appears a pre-meditated rather than a spontaneous 
trope through which you critique your life choice. It 
exposes the naked truth (literally) of the comfortable 
middle-class heterosexual lifestyle using the solitary 
device of the 10 second camera timer and a tripod 
rather the collaboration of any photographer. You 
don’t use the viewfinder in pre-production nor 
any cropping of the images in the post-production. 
Nobody seems to witness these daily rituals but the 
toys, some of which “spring into action”throughout 
your photographic series. 

Mare Tralla: The title is a homage to Janette 
Winterson’s book Written On The Body. The series of 
photographs Written Into Space depicts my feelings of 
not fitting into the everyday environment of normative 
heterosexual domesticity but nevertheless how I could 
construct my own mark there. I performed this series 
of self-ironic, performative actions over the course of 
a year. The photographs show how I try to squeeze my 
“oversized”naked body into confined or far too small 
spaces: under the bed and dining table, into the rabbit 

cage, the washing machine, in the sandpit, playing in 
my child’s bed, the closet, hanging from a beam, being 
sandwiched between a door. The series culminated in a 
final image – a stereotypical take – of me stepping out of 
the clothes closet, as a changed person. I created the first 
of these little performances at home, when my child was at 
school and former husband at work – before I even dared 
to say out loud, what was making me feel so incredibly 
depressed about not fitting into this environment. Those 
small artistic actions allowed me to finally make sense 
of my life and desires, to destroy the charade of those 
normative conventions I had performed for many years.

Notes
1.  This title was an ironic serendipity in itself. Mare was in Washington 

DC for the shooting of her work Felt Boots (2000) when the two evil 

empires of the Soviets and Americans “collided” in the photographic 

background she used for the re-enactment. The text behind should 

read Department of Health and Human Services but the figures block 

the ‘Health’ from view.

2. Vera Mukhina’s monumental sculpture originally adorned the 

Soviet Pavilion at the 1937 World’s Expo in Paris and in 1947 was 

appropriated to serve as the dynamic opening credits for the Mosfilm 

studio films. In 2004, Mare re-appropriated it as if to launch her 

own PostSovVideo studio to present her work The Heroines of Post-

socialist Labour.

3. Miliza Korjus was an Estonian opera singer from the 1920s who 

made herself a Hollywood celebrity but never gained the reputation 

at home 

4. Rosi Braidotti coined the term politics of parody and discusses 

it further in Cyberfeminism with a Difference in Sandra Kemp 

and Judith Squires (eds.) Feminisms (Oxford, New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1998) pp. 520-529

5. See Tracy McMill ‘The New Face of Hunger’ National Geographic 

Magazine (2014) http://www.nationalgeographic.com/foodfeatures/

hunger/)

6. In Angela Dimitrakaki ‘The Global Art World and Critical 

Melancholy: MareTralla’s WeeViews’ in Read More: Journal for 

Critical Writing (Scotland: Horsecross Arts, 2008) 

7. Ibid

8. Please see by Jeffrey K. Smith and Lisa F. Smith ‘Spending Time on Art’ in 

Empirical Studies of the Arts, vol 19, issue 2 (2001) pp. 229-236




